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Abstract 
Within the framework of a Dirac bubble potential model for the C60 fullerene shell, we calculated 
the time delay in slow-electron elastic scattering by C60. It appeared that the time of transmission 
of an electron wave packet through the Dirac bubble potential sphere that simulates a real 
potential of the C60 cage exceeds by more than an order of magnitude the transmission time via a 
single atomic core. Resonances in the time delays are due to the temporary trapping of electron 
into quasi-bound states before it leaves the interaction region. 
 
1. Introduction 
The size of the fullerene C60 sphere is much bigger than the size of a single atom. 
Therefore, the time of an electron wave transmission through the C60 cage can significantly 
exceed the transmission time of an electron wave packet via the atomic potential well. The 
question “How much time does it take for a particle to tunnel through a potential barrier?” was 
for the first time formulated almost 90 years ago [1]. The pioneer contributions to this problem 
came from L. Eisenbud [2], E. Wigner [3] and F. Smith [4], who introduced the time delay (so-
called EWS time delay) as a quantum dynamical observable for resonance particle potential 
elastic scattering. This intrinsic time delay is a well-defined characteristic only for short-range 
interaction of particle wave packet with a target. 
Only recently, however, the experimental investigation of the time picture of atomic 
processes became possible using attosecond laser pulses that opened up the possibility of 
experimental investigation of time delay in photoionization processes [5, 6]. In this case the time-
shift relative to XUV pulse “corresponds to a half-scattering process, in which only in the exit 
channel a matter wave packet resides in the continuum” [6]. In photoionization of usually 
considered neutral objects, the interaction between the outgoing photoelectron and the residual 
positive ion is Coulombic. Therefore, the electron wave packet never converges to a free packet 
and the intrinsic time delay is not a well-defined characteristic of the process. Nevertheless, one 
can extend the very concept of EWS-time delay to this case also, by separating the long-range 
electron-ion interaction having the universal character, from the short-range one that is different 
for different residual ions. Investigation of time delays in atomic photoionization is now a rapidly 
developing field of research (see for example calculations in [5-9] and references therein). 
Attosecond spectroscopy of molecular systems provides a remarkable possibility of insight 
into the process of the outgoing wave packet formation within the molecule, where the multi 
scattering of the electron wave by the atomic constituents is very important. Of special interest 
are spherically symmetrical fullerenes С60 and so-called endohedral atoms A@C60. Papers [5, 6] 
studied the time-resolved photoemission from the central A-atom of molecule A@C60, during 
which the outgoing photoelectron moving in a long-range Coulomb potential crosses the potential 
of C60. 
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In the present paper, we investigate the partial EWS-time delay in electron elastic 
scattering by a short-range potential of the fullerene shell, treated in the Dirac bubble potential 
model of C60, initially suggested in [10]. The same times are useful in consideration of 
photodetachment processes of negative ions of these molecules. Paper [10] represents the 
potential energy ( )U r  of the C60 shell as a Dirac delta function in the radial coordinate r, 
namely )()( 0 RrUrU   , where R is the fullerene radius*. Such a model represents the wave 
functions of electrons in the bound and continuum states as combinations of spherical Bessel 
functions. Therefore, the expressions for phase shifts and partial time delays in this model are 
analytical, which is important for simulating the temporal picture of photodetachment of C60 
negative ion or the resonance electron e-C60 elastic scattering. 
The model [10] permitted to investigate a whole variety of processes with C60 participation 
(see [11] and reviews [12, 13] and references therein) has been investigated. The negative ion 60C
  
was the initial object studied within the framework of this model. A characteristic feature of 60C
  
is a relatively low (in atomic scale) affinity energy (EA) of an electron to C60. Therefore, in the 
ground state of 60C
  the wavelength of the extra electron is larger than the thickness of the 
spherical layer formed by C atoms of C60. This justifies the application of delta-potential 
)()( 0 RrUrU    and other phenomenological potentials dependent on r only for description of 
60C
  and collisions of slow electrons with C60. 
 
2. Time delay in electron-C60 elastic scattering 
The calculations in paper [11] showed that the cross sections of elastic scattering of slow 
electrons by C60 have a rich resonance structure. As known, the following formula determines the 
partial EWS-time delay [2], with necessary correction by a factor of two (see e.g. [6]) 
 
dE
EdE ll
)(2)(   .                                                       (1) 
 
Here )(El  is the phase shift of the electron continuum wave function with orbital moment l; E is 
the electron kinetic energy. Close to resonances, where the potential well captures in fact the 
incident particle and retains it for some time, the value of ( )i E  can be very big. 
The Dirac bubble potential model gives the following expression (see Eq. (10) in [11]) for 
for e-C60 elastic scattering phase shifts 
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Here )(xjl  and )(xnl  are the spherical Bessel functions with the asymptotic behavior 
 
xlxxjl /)2/sin()(  ; xlxxnl /)2/cos()(  ,     (3) 
 
                                                 
*In this paper, we employ the atomic system of units. 
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where the variable is kRx   with Ek 2  being the electron momentum in continuum. The 
parameter L  in formula (2) is a jump of the logarithmic derivative of the electron wave 
functions at r R  where the potential )()( 0 RrUrU    is infinitely negative. At the point 
r R  the electron wave functions, for both bound and continuum states, are smooth but their 
derivatives experience a jump. The following expression 02UL   connects this jump with the 
strength of the potential U0. The experimental data on EA of 60C
  provides information on the 
L value. If the extra electron in the 60C  ground state is an s-state, then L  is defined by the 
following expression (for details see [11]) 
 
RrRr
s rIdr
drK
dr
dLL







 )(ln)(ln 2/12/11  .      (4) 
 
For the extra electron in the p-ground state of 60C  instead of (4) we have 
 
RrRr
p rIdr
drK
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dLL
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
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


 )(ln)(ln 2/32/32  .       (5) 
 
In formulas (4) and (5) the functions )( rI   and )( rK   are the modified spherical Bessel 
functions exponentially decreasing with the rise of r; β is connected with EA by relation I2  
where EAI  . The p-like bound state could be a ground one only if one neglects the extra 
electron interaction with the electromagnetic field. In the 
considered potential )(rU , the s- state is always located 
energetically below the p-state. Therefore, the extra 
electron in the p-state decays into the lower s-state by 
emitting a dipole photon. 
For the given orbital moment l the wave equation 
with potential )(rU  has a bound state solution (and only 
one) if the condition 2/12/  lLR  is fulfilled [11] 
According to this inequality, for 6.64R   and 0.1I   
(2.65 eV), there are only s, p and d bound states for our 
potential well [11]. Thus, in the Dirac bubble potential 
model the two parameters, namely R and I fully define 
the whole spectrum of electronic states, both discrete and 
continuous of C60. For the above-given values of R and I 
the jumps of logarithmic derivatives (4) and (5) are 
885.01  sL  and 993.02  pL . 
For electron energy  5.0E , it is sufficient to take 
into account the first six phases [11]. Since in our 
potential well there are s-, p- and d- bound states the 
phase shifts )(kl  with l<3 are equal to π at 0k  . Phase 
shifts for 3l  in this limit are 0)0( l . The figures 1 
and 2 present the results of calculations for scattering 
phases and corresponding EWS time delays. Figure 1 
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Fig. 1. The phase shifts )(El  and the 
EWS-time delays )(El  for s-, p-, d-
partial waves; dashed blue line in the 
upper right panel is the s-time delay for 
He-atom; dashed black line in the lower 
left panel are results of calculation 
)(Ep  with the logarithmic derivative 
of wave functions 993.02  pL . 
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gives )(El  and )(El  for l=0, 1, 2, while figure 2 
presents )(El  and )(El  for l=3, 4, 5. Time delays in 
these figures are given in the atomic units equal to 24.2 
as, where 1 as = 10-18 s. The scattering phase shift in a 
short-range potential should follow the Wigner threshold 
law. In the case of s-phase shift, one 
has 2/10 )0( EE   . Therefore, the time delay in this 
limit goes to infinity 2/1)0(  EEs . For the orbital 
moments l>0 the time delay vanishes at threshold 
since 2/1)0(  ll EE . 
The curves in figure 1 have a minimum at small E 
and reach a positive maximum value with grows of E. 
The height of resonance peaks decreases with the 
increase in orbital moment l. The lower left panel in 
figure 1 presents p  for two values of L . Since the 
difference for two respective results is insignificant 
already for p  and d , we calculated other curves in the 
figures with sLL 1 . For )(El  the peak position shifts 
to higher E with growth of l. 
The curves in figure 2 have maximums for small 
electron energy. They result from shape resonances in 
the partial cross sections of elastic scattering of electrons by С60 [11]. Particularly high values 
reaches the time f  ( max 500f  ) at the electron energy 0.035E  . The details of the maximum in 
f  depicts the upper right panel of figure 2. Maxima in g- and h-waves also exist but they are 
considerably smaller. 
Near maxima, the following expression holds 
 
22
2
max )(4
)(
wEE
wE
r 
 .     (6) 
 
Here Er is the resonance energy, w is the full width of (6) at half maximum (FWHM), max  is the 
maximal value of ( )E . Table 1 collects the parameters of positive resonance peaks in figures 1 
and 2. 
Table 1. Parameters of the positive resonances  
Partial 
wave 
Resonance 
energy Er, 
in eV 
Maximal 
time max , in as 
FWHM  
w, in eV 
22/)1( Rll  , 
in eV 
s 3.92 1.82·103 1.08 0. 
p 7.72 7.99·102 2.19 0.62 
d 12.39 4.53·102 4.20 1.85 
f 0.94 1.29·104 0.21 3.70 
g 3.09 2.18·103 1.02 6.17 
h 5.90 9.05·102 2.13 9.86 
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According to Table 1, the resonance energies Er of s-, p- and d-partial waves are located 
above the crest of the centrifugal potential barrier at the point r=R, where it is equal to 
22/)1( Rll  . The resonance energies for f-, g- and h-partial waves are below the maximal value of 
this barrier. For these waves the time spent by a particle in the “forbidden” region increases 
rapidly when the electron energy Er approaches to the crest of the centrifugal potential barrier. 
That is in agreement with the calculation results in [14] that demonstrates that particles with 
much lower and much higher energies (as compared to the potential barrier height) pass through 
the barrier with negligible delays. While for a particle with an energy, approaching the potential 
maximum, essential part of its wave function remains under the potential barrier for long period. 
 It is interesting to compare the time delay for C60 bubble potential )( rs E  in figure 1 with 
s  for the slow s-electron scattering by He atom. The following formula approximates the s-
phase shift by this atom [15]: 
 
kks 2191.1)(   .       (7) 
 
The upper right panel of figure 1 gives the EWS-time delay calculated using (7). For C60 at 
0.144 3.92rE eV   the absolute value of the atomic time delay is about 120 as. This is 15 times 
less than the time of electron s-wave transmission through the C60 cage (see Table 1). 
 Particle transmission through a potential well is in fact a wave packet transmission of l 
partial waves with the intrinsic time delay )(El  for each partial wave. The statistical weight of 
the l-partial wave is the ratio of the partial cross section of electron elastic scattering 
22 /)(sin)12(4)( kElE ll    to the total one 0 ( )tot li E 


 . Therefore, the averaged time 
delay by the potential well is 




0
).()(
l
l
tot
l
Aver EE 
      (8) 
 
Figure 3 depicts the results of the averaged time 
calculations. This time reaches a positive maximum 
within the range of the f-partial wave resonance. 
 
3. Half-scattering process 
Photodetachment of 60C
  or endohedral negative 
ion 60@A C
  are so-called half-scattering processes [5, 
6]. In these processes, the interaction between the 
outgoing photoelectron and the residual molecular core 
is of short-range and the Coulomb tail is absent. If the 
bound state of the extra electron in 60C
  is an s-state, the 
dipole photodetachment leads to electron emission of 
only a p-wave into the continuum. Therefore, the 
photoemission time delay )(1 E  is only one-half of the 
given above, i.e. dEEdE /)()( 11   . The missing factor 
of two, as compared to the expression (1) for EWS-time 
delay, indicates that photoemission is a half-scattering 
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 Fig. 3. Averaged time delay )(EAver  as 
a function of electron energy E. 
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process. According to the lower left panel of figure 1, the photodetachment time delay for 60C  
changes within the range from –35 to +20 (from –8.5·102 as to +4.8·102 as). The times delay by a 
factor of 20-40 exceeds the typical values for different atomic states having the order of 20 as [6]. 
Paper [16] investigates photodetachment of 60@A C
  that is a negative atomic ion located at 
the center of the C60 shell, in the zero-range potential model for A-. Electron emission into 
continuum p-state accompanies the dipole photodetachment of a free A-. However, for the free A- 
ion in the zero-range potential model the p-phase shift of the continuum wave function is zero. 
Therefore, the time delay )(1 E  for A- ion located at the center of the C60 sphere is only due to 
the p-wave scattering by the C60 bubble potential. Figure 4 illustrates the connection of resonance 
in the p-time delay with resonance in photodetachment cross section. The following expression 
describes the photodetachment cross section of the free negative A- ion in the zero-range 
potential model 
 
3/2
3
( )16
3
A A
free
I I 

 
 .       (9) 
 
Here   is the fine structure constant, 2 / 2
A
I k    is the photon energy, AI   is the detachment 
energy of a negative ion that we put here equal to I=3.4 eV. This choice is good for so-called 
simple negative ions, e.g. such as Na . The following formula describes the photodetachment of 
the A- ion located at the center of C60 
 
)()()( 21@ kDfree   .       (10) 
 
Here the amplitude factor )(1 kD  looks like (see Eq. (7) 
in [16]) 
 







)(
)()(tan1)(cos)(
1
1
1 xj
xnkkkD pp  .   
     (11) 
 
Figure 4 presents the cross-section )(@   and time 
delay @  for photoionization of 60@A C . At the 
maximum of )(@  , the time delay reaches almost 
400 as. 
Performed in this paper analysis makes it 
possible to answer one of the key questions of the 
modern time delay problem (see [6], page 785): “Does 
it take longer for the electron to escape from the 
multicenter molecular core than from the one-center 
atomic core?”. Note that the question rhymes with that formulated almost 90 years ago [1]. 
Summarizing the results of the calculations performed, we conclude that the transmission time of 
electron wave packet through the Dirac bubble potential sphere (simulating the real short-range 
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potential of the C60 cage) exceeds by more than an order of magnitude the transmission time for 
the one-center atomic core. Resonance electron scattering by short-range potential in this model 
is due to the transient trapping of an electron in quasi-bound f-, g- and h-states before leaving the 
interaction region as an outgoing wave packet. 
The time delays in photoelectron emission from 60C
  or endohedral 60@A C
  are also much 
bigger than the atomic ones. This is an evidence of significant environment-specific contributions 
of the C60 shell to the time shift. Variation of the bubble potential parameters opens up the 
opportunity to apply this model (along with the Yukawa model [6]) to simulate and explore in 
natural time scale the electron interaction not only with fullerene C60 but also with a whole class 
of spherical carbon molecules – onion-like fullerenes or single- and multi-walled doped 
fullerenes [13] and endohedrals [17]. 
It is of interest to study time delays in elastic scattering processes experimentally.  However, 
one should keep in mind that the duration of a quantum-mechanical process determined by (1) differs 
from respective value in classical physics, since uncertainty principle puts its limitation upon accuracy of 
definition of both duration ( )E  and energy E, namely E     . 
 Nowadays, attosecond lasers are the main tool in studies of the temporal picture of atomic 
processes. Therefore, it is essential to keep in mind that the uncertainty in energy introduced by a 
typical attosecond incoming energy pulse is as big as several hundreds of eV. It means that such a 
pulse, while applied to an atom or a molecule, engages in a reaction a number of processes 
simultaneously, thus making it difficult to compare experimental results with calculation data 
describing energy resolved separated reactions. 
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